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Fasting in Rama~ as a Provocative
Tust for a Latent Disease
Fasting in Ramagan is one of the five pillars of
Islam. Muslims all over the globe observe the fasting
during this holy month despite the variation in
geography and environmental factors. The fast includes abstinence from food, drink, and sex. Exemption from fasting is for menstruating, pregnant, and
breast feeding women, sick persons, and travellers.
The fast is from dawn to sunset daily (averaging
about 15 hours) for one lunar month. The fasting
starts after the last meal, which is called "Sa~ur". It
should be finished just before "Fajr" (dawn) about
90 minutes before sunrise. The fast is broken immediately after sunset. People usually break their
fast with dates, water, yogurt as the Prophet (PBUH)
used to do. A healthy practice is not to eat one bulky
meal at that time but to distribute the meal
throughout the night.
It has been reported that during fasting some people exhibit an increase in plasma lipids, uric acid,
and/or signs and symptoms of certain illnesses, for
example, hemorrhoids and gout.•-• Whether the
biochemical changes are due to fasting itself, or due
to overeating when people break their fast, or the
type of diet consumed and meal frequency is not
known, since these reports have not looked into these
contributing factors. At least in regards to plasma
lipids, it may be that the problem arises from eating
one large meal at the time of breaking the fast.
Young et al' showed an elevation of serum lipids
after eating such a large meal whereas, if the same
meal was divided into smaller portions, serum lipid
levels actually dropped.
Even if such abnormal laboratory findings are confirmed, a Muslim should not be apprehensive. Allah
says:

many other similar clinical tests whereby another
organ's capacity is tested to find out whether it can
handle a specific job or not.
Muslims who start their fast and later exhibit certain signs and symptoms, or manifest biochemical
changes, should not be apprehens~ve. On the contrary, fasting may be useful experience in revealing a
possible latent disease at a earlier stage with a greater
potential for cure, apart from performing a religious
duty. Perhaps some measures could be adopted such
as dietary modification and exercise which can help
to stabilize one's future health.
While this is speculative, it may be worthwhile to
pursue longterm studies of persons who manifest
such symptoms/signs or demonstrate changes in their
biochemical profiles to find out if they are truly at increased risk of manifesting the related illnesses compared to those who did not manifest these changes. If
so, studies should be directed to find out what steps
can be taken to prevent the progression from latent
to a manifest disease.
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